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Chapter 3:

Problematic Childrearing Practices
Excerpted from The Bullying Antidote
by Dr. Louise Hart and Kristen Caven
“What's done to children, they will do to society.”
—KARL MENNINGER

Behind all of the overwhelming statistics, at the heart of all of the sweeping societal
changes are the unique stories of millions of families. Each one of these families is made
up of parents with their own personal stories, raising children full of potential. One fact
about parenting is that we all figure it out as we go along. One fact about being human is
that our old experiences shape all of our new experiences.
Wouldn’t it be great if bullying had a quick and easy, five-minute solution? The great
thinker Albert Einstein once said that if he had one hour to save the world, he would
spend fifty-five minutes defining the problem and five minutes finding the solution. Rick
Hanson, author of Buddha’s Brain, states it more simply: “To make any problem better,
you need to understand its causes.”1 If we take the time to understand why our youngsters
are likely to bully and get into other risky behaviors, we can understand the complexity of
the problem, which has been developing over centuries. Then perhaps a five-minute fix will
be obvious.
Many families, both past and present, have faced a number of culturally accepted
hardships such as domestic violence and alcoholism. Whatever our heritage, knowing the
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stories of our parents and ancestors helps us develop compassion and new understanding.
Putting our family into context gives us insight into the gifts and booby traps that shaped us.
This hindsight becomes a mirror in which to better see ourselves. If we face the truth
about our past—positive and negative—and work on healing the trauma, we can be better
parents to our children.
This is a good time to consider the legacy of hardship, since in fact, much research
has been done on understanding the connection between our ancestral brutality and
schoolyard and cultural bullying today. Intelligent, motivated, educated, and caring
individuals and organizations have invested a good deal of time, effort, and commitment
into understanding the big picture of the bullying dynamic with the hope of resolving our
imbalances. The time has come for all caring adults to bring the research together and put
solutions into action. The time has come for parents to understand their key role in
creating a bully-free future.
The fact is that many parents—without knowing it, without intending it—are actually
contributing to problem behaviors. They may be shocked to discover, after doing what
they thought was “the right thing” for a long time, that something is not right. They may
notice that their kids are not turning out as expected, and suddenly find themselves lost,
on the wrong road. Feeling anxious and worried, they want to figure out what went
wrong. Applying insight to hindsight will help. They will figure it out.

Negative vs. Positive Parenting
Before we explore problematic childrearing practices, let’s touch base with a core
part of our message: Bullying isn’t fair. We believe in fairness.
Every sport has rules. Those rules are usually clearly stated and become social
agreements. When a rule is broken, when a player goes out of bounds, or if there is a foul,
the action stops. There’s often a flag, a penalty, a time-out; a player is given another
chance, someone is thrown out of the game, or the game is forfeited. There are
appropriate and repeatable penalties and consequences for breaking the rules.
It’s different in families. When a baby is born, parents are not handed an instruction
manual or rulebook. There are rules and laws and books, but unfortunately, instructions
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on how to take the “high road” toward a healthy and happy family life aren’t provided to
new parents. Parents are most often guided by social norms, which vary greatly from
family to family, neighborhood to neighborhood, and subculture to subculture.
What do parents on the “high road” know that other parents don’t know? Somewhere
in life they learned and remembered certain positive behaviors; the luckiest ones learned
them in childhood by experiencing positive parenting from their own mothers, fathers, and
other caregivers.
The Three Rules of Positive Parenting
Positive parents are certainly not perfect; no one is perfect. They are distinguished by
a commitment, however, to giving their child a loving, good start in life that sets him or her
on a positive trajectory—an upward spiral. If there were a rule book for positive
parenting, the three rules might be the following:
1. Show up. Be there. Be engaged. Be present for your children. Be available
when they need you, period. This means physically, by phone, emotionally—
any way you can. Follow this rule and your children will never be neglected.
2. Do no harm. Based on the Hippocratic oath, this is a fund-amental principle
of medical ethics around the world. Follow this rule and you will never abuse
your children.
3. Be the parent you wish you’d had. This is similar to the Golden Rule that
many major religions embody: Do unto others as you wish be done unto you.
Follow this rule and your actions as a parent will be shaped by compassion
and respect.
Abiding by these three basic (though not simple) rules guarantees an enormously
positive payoff of caring, cooperation, and connection within your family.
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Breaking the Rules: Negative Parenting
When these rules are broken, negative consequences—both short-term and longterm—can result. The following “negative parenting” behaviors would be considered
“fouls” by a referee, and they come with real-world penalties:
•

Neglect. Neglect of an infant, toddler, or child disrupts basic developmental
processes that build security, confidence, and the ability to self-regulate. Neglect
interferes with the mental and physical health of children, and it leads to problems
in school and with peers, including bullying or being bullied. Neglect comes in
many forms, from abandoning children to ignoring them when they need
attention; lack of nurturing and withholding love are highly destructive. Not
loving or valuing our kids and not taking care of their emotional and physical
needs are forms of neglect. Isolating children, excluding them, and ostracizing
them are also forms of neglect. Permissiveness in the form of lack of rules or
structure also constitutes neglect, as does not holding kids accountable.

•

Abuse. Abuse, marked by punishment and/or violence, starts with disrespect and
violation of boundaries. Cruelty damages trust and causes overwhelming shame
and humiliation. Abuse communicates to the child that the parent does not love
him or her, no matter what the parent may say afterward. The emotional
confusion and insecurity that comes with abuse creates bullies and victims alike.
o Emotional/psychological violations include verbal instances of disrespect
(being “dissed”), disgrace, dishonor, and being treated with contempt;
taunting, mocking, and ridiculing; be--ing treated as if a person is
insignificant, unimportant, or worth--less. Chronic, recurrent humiliation
is the most destructive.
o Physical violations include threats, slaps, spanking, hitting, and assaults
with hands, weapons, and other objects.
o Sexual violations include a range of behaviors from inappropriate
comments and touch to rape and incest, a taboo in nearly every society.
Even exposing a child to mature content or inappropriate sexual behavior
on TV violates the child’s innocence.
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•

Exposure to violence. A witness to violence is a victim of violence. Children
who are exposed to violence can become cognitively, socially, and emotionally
impaired. Most children identified as bullies have been exposed to violence—in
the home, in the media, or in both. With violence, there are no innocent
bystanders. When a violent event occurs, be it a terrorist attack or a mother
slapping a child in public, all witnesses are affected in some way.

•

Alcoholism. The American Medical Association recognizes alcoholism as a
disease that affects the whole family. People who are drunk or high are capable of
doing things they would never do in their right mind, including all of the behaviors
mentioned above.

When adolescents get into trouble with the law, there is an intake interview as part of
the juvenile justice system. Over and over again these youngsters report neglect and
abuse, and feel hurt and angry at not having a father or mother, or at being abandoned by
a parent.
As childhood victims of poor treatment, these emotionally overwhelmed youth may
lash out in violent rage, intentionally causing damage and harm, or they may simply
stumble foolishly into bad situations without truly knowing any better. If they get sent to
prison, the economic costs to society can be enormous. Childhood damage begins a
negative trajectory for life and harms many others in an outward spiral. The way parents
treat their kids can set the stage for the bullying dynamic.
Nine Ways Parents Bully Their Kids
Some parenting practices can clearly be considered “bullying.” Parents teach their
children to be victims by habitually dominating them, having the last word, discouraging
their children from being assertive or sharing their feelings, and by claiming parental
authority. Parents bully kids by
•

Constantly telling them they’re wrong

•

Targeting them or permitting their siblings to single them out
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•

Teasing them in a mean way—and/or not protecting
them from mean teasing

•

Sexually abusing them

•

Shaming them

•

Calling them names

•

Insulting them

•

Threatening them

•

Hitting and spanking them in anger

Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs)
Juvenile delinquents are not the only ones who have suffered from negative parenting
practices. Many other children do too, yet they grow up to lead productive lives. But their
experience plays out in other ways. Physician and author Gabor Maté points out, “What
happened to us when we were kids really does affect us dramatically in the here and now,
especially if ‘negative’ emotions like anger were repressed and love was poorly
expressed. And early trauma leaves an impact like a wrecking ball hitting delicate
crystal.”2
A major research project concerning childhood trauma—the largest of its kind—was
initiated by Dr. Vincent Felitti, the former chief of preventive medicine at Kaiser
Permanente in San Diego, and his partner Dr. Robert Anda. The survey asked 17,000
middle-class patients of diverse ethnicity with the average age of fifty-seven, “How did
childhood trauma affect your health decades later in life?” The surprising results
demonstrate the connection between traumatic childhood experiences and medical
problems, mental health issues, and addictions throughout a person’s lifetime. The study
reveals a clear relationship between our childhood experiences and our physical and
mental health later in life. In fact, adverse childhood experiences (or ACEs) can convert
into organic disease later in life.3
Furthermore, these early negative experiences are often blocked from memory or are
hidden and denied because of social, cultural, or family norms.
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Unfortunately, ACEs tend to also be passed on to one’s children and grandchildren in
the form of deep unconscious feelings of fear, shame, guilt, powerlessness, low selfesteem, isolation, and difficulty trusting others. Unless parents are aware of this
intergenerational legacy and commit to resolving the issue, they tend to do to their kids
what was done to them, despite their good intentions.
Sample Survey Questions
Felitti and Anda’s survey has ten questions about events that happened before your
eighteenth birthday, including:
Did a parent or other adult in the household often or very often . . .
•

Swear at you, insult you, put you down, or humiliate you?

•

Act in a way that made you afraid that you might be
physically hurt?

Did you often or very often feel that . . .
•

No one in your family loved you or thought you were important or special?

•

Your family didn’t look out for each other, feel close to
each other, or support each other?

Did you often or very often feel that . . .
•

You didn’t have enough to eat, had to wear dirty clothes, and had no one to
protect you?

•

Your parents were too drunk or high to take care of you or take you to the
doctor if you needed it?

People who answered four or more questions (out of ten) as “yes” had a much higher
likelihood of life-threatening health problems.
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Categories of ACEs
Eight categories of ACEs were studied. The prevalence of each category from the
sample is stated in parentheses:
•

Recurrent and severe physical abuse (11 percent)

•

Recurrent and severe emotional abuse (11 percent)
(Most destructive is chronic, recurrent humiliation such
as calling children “stupid” and “worthless”)

•

Contact sexual abuse (22 percent)

•

Growing up in a household with:

•

An alcoholic or drug user (25 percent)

•

A member being imprisoned (3 percent)

•

A mentally ill, chronically depressed, or institutionalized member (19 percent)

•

The mother being treated violently (12 percent)

•

Both biological parents not being present (22 percent)

To learn more about ACEs and to get your own score, visit
www.ACESTooHigh.com. The website includes articles about how people all over are
using this study to change society for the better.
Interestingly, researchers in the Felitti and Anda study observed that the follow-up
appointment was profoundly important to the research subjects. Even though subjects
had “confessed” their deepest, darkest secrets, they still felt accepted by the researchers.
An elderly woman said, “Thank you for asking the questions! I feared I would die and no
one would ever know.” We’ll talk about the reasons for this response in part 3 of this
book.
Overall Findings
The data reveals staggering proof of health, social, and economic risks that result
from ACEs. Enormous medical and societal problems originate early on in the home. In
fact, the data shows that ACEs are a major public health problem. Some of the major
findings reveal the following:
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•

Although concealed and unrecognized, ACEs are surprisingly common.

•

Fifty years later, ACEs still have a profound effect on a person, although
transformed from psychosocial experience into disease, social malfunction,
and mental illness.

•

ACEs are the most important determinants of the health and well-being of our
nation.

•

Primary prevention is ultimately the only realistic solution.

This information is distressing. However, it is also enlightening: it shines a spotlight
on where we need to go and what we need to do. It also highlights the tremendous power
parents have to shape the lives of children.
One researcher states, “In all our history, ours is the first generation to recognize the
ravages of child abuse and neglect and begin to do something about it. We are also the
first generation to begin to heal ourselves physically and psychologically from the
harmful effects of ACEs.”4
Shining a Spotlight on Solutions
The implications of Felitti and Anda’s study on the medical world are tremendous. It
seems unlikely that biomedical research will find a gene for being called “stupid” or
“worthless” as a child or a drug that treats imprisonment or divorce, but there are indeed
new connections being found connecting trauma with genetic changes.i
The ACE study shines a brighter and broader beam on the search for solutions.
Examining the bigger picture—the biological-social-psychological-spiritual model—we
can discover the underlying root causes. By focusing on the whole child, the family, and
other influences, we have a greater perspective and find more creative, deeper, and more
effective solutions.
Complex problems call for an interdisciplinary, integrated approach that will point to
realistic solutions, such as improving the understanding and skills of parents and childcare providers. This is where positive parenting comes in.
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Parenting’s Troubled History
As we learned from the ACE study, negative childhood experiences are often kept
secret, downplayed, or repressed because of our powerful desire to put such things behind
us. Unfortunately, our minds and our brains don’t work that way. Patterns can play out
automatically, no matter how hard we try to suppress them.
Just as it is important to know family medical history (e.g., diabetes or tuberculosis),
it is equally important to know about our social inheritance.
What is your social ancestry? What destructive patterns did your parents and
grandparents overcome? Think back to your childhood, to how you were disciplined.
What were the consequences of this disciplinary action in the short term? In the long
term?
Here is a chilling quote from author Lance Morrow in his book Heart: “Generations
are boxes within boxes; inside my mother’s violence you find another box, which
contains my grandfather’s violence, and inside that box (I suspect but do not know) you
would find another box with some such black secret energy—stories within stories,
receding in time.”5
Punishment and Fear-Based Leadership
Authoritarian or autocratic leadership, predominant in early twentieth-century
European countries, was also the predominant style in the United States before the 1960s.
Many families and subcultures in America still abide by this style. The primary goal of
authoritarian parents is obedience; their tools are blame, shame, guilt, threats, force, and
abuse. They desire control, and their greatest tool is punishment.
Punishment appears to be an easy fix in the short run, but it can actually cause bigger
problems in the long run—instilling fear and distrust, and resulting in a damaged
relationship. Youngsters also learn that it is okay to bully to get their way. Furthermore,
punishment causes great confusion for a child: “How can the most important people in my
life, who should be loving and protecting me, be attacking me?”
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Research shows that punishment increases aggressiveness and behavior problems,
and lowers IQ and academic performance. Punishment provokes anger and the desire for
revenge. When backed into a corner, humans may revert to their basest instincts.
The American Psychological Association states that “corporal punishment is violent
and unnecessary, may lower self-esteem, and is liable to instill hostility and rage without
reducing the undesired behavior.”6 The APA adds, “Corporal punishment . . . is likely to
train children to use physical violence.”7
Yet many parents still rely on punishment, holding beliefs such as
•

“My parents used it and I turned out okay.”

•

“My parents never punished me, and I didn’t turn out okay.”

•

“You have to beat your own kid or the world/the police/others will beat
him/her.”

But punishing does not feel good, nor is it good for anyone; it can physically destroy
bodies and brains, and it harms families. Children raised with a fear-based parenting style
become compliant or defiant, shutting down their emotions and avenues to problem
solving. They may appear to be confident, but they are controlled by fear. Since they are
taught a rigid, narrow view of right and wrong they are more likely to become bullies or
to attract bullies.
Breaking Their Will
Parents generally love their children and have the best intentions for them. If
punishment feels wrong and has such negative consequences, then why do parents do it?
The age-old belief behind harsh punishment is that children are wicked by nature and
parents must break their child’s will in order to turn him or her into a decent human
being. Furthermore, generations of parents who were not formally educated relied on
superstition and false beliefs.
Murray A. Straus, a well-respected researcher on family violence in the world,
explains this dynamic. “Stemming from the Christian belief that babies are born with
‘original sin,’ children may be perceived as innately bad. Consequently, parents may
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believe they have the duty to rid children of their evil and willful tendencies. Strict
physical discipline may be considered necessary to teach children to be good, and to beat
the devil out of them.”8
This belief continues to influence many parent-child relationships. These days it is
considered extreme for a parent to “beat the devil out of a child,” but distressingly more
normal to strike or spank a child for acting out. Parents still resort to punishment to break a
bad attitude, a willful streak, or “brattiness.” But those who punish, even with the best of
intentions, harm the child, their relationship with that child, and themselves.
“Breaking their will” does, in fact, damage or destroy a child’s sense of self, the core
part that can experience an authentic connection with life, spirit, and/or God. And when
children don’t know who they are or what they want, they look to others—often choosing
unhealthy influences.
For Your Own Good
Often referred to as “the most significant thinker in psychiatry today,” prolific author
Alice Miller was obsessed with trying to understand how a Hitler could happen. In her
books, she portrays children who had been abused and silenced, then later became
destructive to themselves and to others. That was Adolf Hitler’s story.
Hitler’s father was quick-tempered and demanded blind obedience. Adolf was
viciously beaten by his father and emotionally abandoned by his mother. Adolf learned to
accept daily beatings with unquestioning compliance, numbing himself to the pain. He
learned to be obedient. He also learned to be cruel. Many years later, he took revenge on
the cruel world that had shaped him.
The predominant parenting style of turn-of-the-century Germany used violence to
instill absolute obedience (dubbed “poisonous pedagogy” by Miller). Without this
parenting style, there might not have been a Hitler. If his countrymen had not experienced
that same sort of upbringing, Hitler might not have had the psychological sympathy of
millions of followers, and consequently, millions of victims.
And yet, according to Miller in her book For Your Own Good, there was a basic
tragic assumption that this treatment was, and is, good for children:
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Most of today’s parents and teachers were physically punished as children. Society’s
argument to justify this phenomenon is that being beaten, especially by a parent, prepares
children for life and helps them learn to be obedient; indeed, we are all familiar with the
exhortation to “beat some sense into him/her/them.”9
Because children are often not allowed to talk about their mistreatment, enormous
damage can ensue. The pain, according to Miller, is stuffed deep inside the psyche and
morphs into neurosis or psychosis. Being told it’s for “their own good” is degrading and
confusing for children, and leads to negative effects later in life. On the other hand, when
children can express their feelings and pain, they can begin to release and heal the
trauma.
The phrase for your own good has confounded countless children who need to believe
in and trust their parents, but have to deny their own reality in order to do so.
The Rights of Children
The United Nations, which set forth the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in
1945, created the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) in 1989 with the
awareness that people under eighteen years old often need special care and protection that
adults do not. This document outlines in detail the basic rights of every human child,
including the right to survival; the right to develop to the fullest; the right to protection
from harmful influences, abuse, and exploitation; and the right to participate fully in
family, cultural, and social life. This document inspired hundreds of countries to uphold
the human dignity and harmonious development of every child. It states clearly that
children have the right to be protected from abuse and harm.
After Canada ratified the CRC in 1990, researchers in that country attempted to find
positive consequences of physical punishment and found none.10 Dozens of nations have
now passed laws against hitting children, including parental spanking. Parents who break
these laws are not punished for hitting their children; instead, child-care experts visit
them to help them learn better childrearing skills.
Many progressive nations in Europe, Africa, and Asia have im--proved their family
systems and the overall wellness of their children. In some European countries, children
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have “wraparound” support from the government, wherein mothers are given paid leave
of three years for each child, and families are provided with free health insurance and free
preschool programs. In addition, older children care for younger ones in school to
improve their caregiving abilities. When these older children become adults, they are then
able to relate more peacefully with others, which has contributed to more stable societies.
Every country has ratified the CRC except two: Somalia and the United States.
Somalia had a good reason: it didn’t have a government.
One of the reasons the U.S. Congress has not ratified the CRC is that one small
section of it recommends that “a clear prohibition of torture or other cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment, as well as the ban on corporal punishment in the
family, be reflected in the national legislation.” Many Americans, particularly in
Southern states, strongly believe that parents have the right to spank their children; they
consistently elect congressional leaders who agree with this. America is home to some of
the strongest voices for children’s rights, but many parents feel it is their right and
responsibility to spank or beat their child. One California teacher who got a job in Texas
was shocked that parents respected her less because she did not physically punish her
students—their children.11
Physical and psychological punishment (as opposed to discipline and guidance)
constitute mistreatment and degradation of children. Sooner or later they have destructive
consequences, whether visible or concealed. Children who are treated well, who are
allowed to feel nurtured and free and strong in childhood do not tend to humiliate or harm
others. To create a bully-free world, we need a clear definition of bullying and wide social
agreement on healthy childrearing methods.
Slippery Slopes
Even without being harsh or punishing, today’s parents often pass on values to their
children that pave the way for bullying issues.
Most parents who pick up this book tend to worry about their children in school.
Schools are where the values that parents teach their children become apparent. Here are
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some of the things parents commonly teach their children that teachers see played out in
the drama of bullying:
•

“Hit them back.” Parents are correct in teaching their children to stand up
for themselves, but they are often mistaken as to what “being assertive”
means. The problem with the “hit them back” approach is that it becomes an
eye-for-an-eye escalation process. When a child is hit at school, it is better to
teach them to yell “Stop” and go get a teacher.

•

“Don’t be a tattletale” misguidedly teaches children not to ask for help when
they need it. A better response when it seems a child is tattling is to ask, “Do
you need help solving your problem?” Children develop problem-solving
skills over time with guidance and practice, and need to be taught or shown
ways to defuse and resolve issues. “Don’t tattle” has evolved into “Don’t
snitch,” which is rule number one in gang life. “Don’t snitch” empowers
bullies, while keeping ugly dynamics hidden. Instead of tattling, children
should be taught the importance of “telling” a parent or adult when something
is wrong. Tattling means trying to get someone in trouble. Telling means
trying to get you or someone else out of trouble.

•

“My little prince/princess.” Parents have good intentions of building selfesteem in their child with this idea, but some parents overdo it, giving their
child the impression that he or she can do no wrong. Children who are placed
on pedestals feel superior to other children and disrespect adult authority.
There is a slippery slope to narcissism when children feel so entitled that they
can’t meaningfully engage with others.

•

“You should know better than that.” Adults come down hard on children
for making mistakes, but it’s hard to learn if someone is yelling at you. You
can’t tell kids something once and expect them to learn it, any more than you
can show dogs a trick once and expect them to learn it. What builds
knowledge and understanding is repetition and good modeling. Children
should be forgiven for forgetting . . . and then taught again.
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•

“He’s just a child.” On the opposite end of the continuum, adults let children
off the hook and let them make mistakes without learning from those
mistakes. Kids can learn a lot more when we give them opportunities to selfmanage and self-regulate. This phrase goes along with “boys will be boys” in
terms of making excuses for children and enabling them to avoid
accountability. Teachers can often be a great resource in understanding a
child’s developmental stage.

One of the most widespread and dangerous things that many parents practice,
however, is allowing hate speech in the home. When adults have hostile outbursts—
yelling and screaming—that are irresponsible, threatening, and/or without empathy or
regard for others, they give their children permission to do the same outside the home.
Children see, and children do. When children bring hate speech to school, they bring
family conflict into society. And when school leaders fail to see labeling, name-calling,
harassment, threats, and hate speech as a continuum, they perpetuate the problem.
Rudeness Is Antisocial
In previous generations, rude behavior by children was noticed, complained about,
and corrected by adult members of society. But today, so many adults are themselves
disrespectful, rude, and uncivil that children are confused. This epidemic of meanness
may seem casual, but it threatens everyone. Casual rudeness and “cute nastiness” are
unfortunate parts of a permissive and open society, one that allows and welcomes
comedy that is often at someone else’s expense.
Peter, Paul, and Mary had a popular song called “If I Had a Hammer.” It’s a
wonderful song about social justice, and it makes a charming metaphor as well, but you
don’t give children a hammer, since they’ll hammer all over the house! When rude
speech and antisocial behaviors are permitted, they are like hammers . . . that hammer all
over the land.
Antisocial behaviors escalate into bullying and violence; pro-social behaviors do not.
Children are especially at risk when they grow up thinking that put-downs, swearing,
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and bullying behaviors are “normal.” They have to unlearn and replace their habits if
they are to have satisfying and successful relationships in their adult lives.
Rude speech is powerful, and—although it can be seen as harmless or funny when
used by rock stars and comedians—when it comes out of the mouths of children or is
directed at children, a downhill slide into trouble can result. Mild disrespect can turn to
incivility, rudeness to meanness, complaining to blaming and threatening, and from there
to physical harm. Slaps, spanks, hitting with hands, hitting with objects are all steps on
the path of abuse, violence, harm, and damage . . . even killing.
On a societal scale these disrespectful actions are an abuse of power, and they may
show up as date rape, domestic violence, gang fighting, torture, and war. This “hammer”
slope can escalate into enormous pain and suffering, destruction, and humiliation. Some
of the consequences can be predicted; some are unforeseen and come as a surprise.
In reality, there are numerous tools, unlimited strategies, and an abundance of nondamaging, pro-social approaches that many parents simply don’t know about. Every
parent needs to have a toolbox packed with effective strategies, motivators, and
disciplinary tools that can solve problems and bring out the best in all relationships. If
one approach doesn’t work, there are many more (non-injurious) options.
Pro-social tools and skills are based on the second rule of positive parenting: Do No
Harm. Positive outcomes result from caring and respect, pro-social values, and a moral
compass. Positive social skills strive for win-win resolutions that benefit everyone.
It is the job of parents, caregivers, teachers, and adult friends to teach youngsters
respect and other pro-social behaviors. Day-to-day positive interactions between adult
and child shape a child’s brain positively. It is also the responsibility of caring adults to
evolve from their own negative patterns of the past and develop and re-create positive
habits. Keeping “civil” in our civilization is everybody’s business. (See chapter 12 for
how to build these skills.)

Repatterning Families
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If we could change ourselves, the tendencies
in the world would also change.
— MAHATMA GANDHI

We are all products of our upbringing. Innocent, trusting, and not knowing better, as
children we accepted everything as “normal.” We developed our own individual patterns,
and we also downloaded common cultural patterns. The attitudes, feelings, and behaviors
we learned early in life are our hidden social inheritance. Later on we learned that some
patterns are positive, while others are negative. There are truly beneficial and effective
ways to treat our children—and ourselves—that could solve many of the world’s
problems.
Mostly we are unaware of our patterns until we get a wake-up call. This might happen
as a flash of insight out of the blue, or a memory from a dramatic incident. A mother in
Louise’s workshop confessed why she was there: While spanking her young son, she
spotted her angry red handprint on his bare bottom. It shocked and appalled
her! Flashing back to when she was hit as a child and how much it hurt her, she blinked
back tears, embraced her son, and swore she would change. “Never again,” she vowed.
The next day she registered for the class to learn better ways to deal with her stress and
his frustrating behaviors.
Bare-bottom spankings were a pattern she had learned when she was young, as the
“normal and right” way to raise kids. With her awareness came new choices. Her
courageous commitment and heroic follow-through helped her change the harmful
pattern and put her son’s life on a more positive trajectory. It has also helped other parents
with similar experiences who have heard her story.
The past still lives inside of us all. Once we wake up and understand that patterns can
sneak up on us, we can watch for them and are empowered to break the cycle. This is not
about blaming anyone. Our ancestors did not know any better. But we have many
advantages they didn’t. We know better. And we can do better.
Interrupting Patterns
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Patterns are like the computer operating system of the brain—the software that
supports the basic functions of the “hard drive.” During the first five years of childhood,
we built this operating system by processing every bit of information that came in
through our senses. Later we encountered difficulties—bugs, viruses, glitches in our
original operating system, and software conflicts when we tried to run adult programs
like relationships, work, and finances. As adults we now have the opportunity to evaluate
what’s working and what’s not working, and to consciously upgrade our personal
operating system.
All adults need to know about the power of hidden patterns and tendencies that can
drive their lives and sabotage their best intentions. And, equally important, adults need to
know that they are not destined to do to their children the harm that was done to them. No
parent is doomed to transmit damaging patterns to the children he or she loves. Anyone at
any age can change attitudes, behaviors, and habits. Anyone can make new choices that
begin to change the family trajectory. Getting on the higher road is hard work, but
positive parenting can develop into the most fulfilling job on the planet.
It is true that we are products of our upbringing, but we are also so much more! We
have free will. We can interrupt and transform the old programs and patterns. We can
make our lives—and consequently, our children’s lives—better.
Prevention Is the Best Policy
As we have learned, early trauma has devastating consequences. Kids don’t “just get
over it” as we wish they would. Repressed emotions remain in the body. They take on a
life of their own, as was proven with the ACE study, and show up later in life. The most
important question to ask is, “Will what I am about to do or say deepen or rupture my
connection with my child?”
The more parents scold, scream, and spank to control behavior, the worse the child’s
behavior can become. Parents who focus on deepening connections with their children,
however, have fewer battles than those who focus on controlling their kids. Pam Leo,
author of Connection Parenting, has a famous motto: “Connect before you correct.”12
(Chapter 11 is all about connection!)
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The best way to prevent discipline problems, explains Leo, is to build a stronger
connection. Set up opportunities to connect more often and more fully with your children.
Spend time together every day to develop and maintain a strong positive connection. The
benefits of this connection are multiple: parents and children understand each other
better, work together better, and respect each other more. And the bottom line: love
flows.

Rewriting History
All the world is full of suffering. It is also full of overcoming.
— HELEN KELLER

It is possible to alter self-limiting patterns, to learn positive parenting skills, and even
to rewrite family history through insight, connection, and understanding. We cannot
change the past, but we can do better today and in the future.
A new choice can begin an upward spiral away from struggling and toward thriving.
New choices, commitment, and tenacity bring changes and hope, little by little. The
plasticity of the brain makes transformation possible. (More on that in chapter 16.)
Many people who were not effectively parented as children because of alcoholism,
ignorance, or other trauma did not learn how to be good parents. If these folks do to their
children what was done to them, the same story and pain will repeat. But if, instead, these
parents learn new information and skills and—most importantly—befriend other parents
who are on a positive road and ask for support, they can change the course of their
family’s future.
Positive Discipline
There is a difference between discipline and punishment that many are not aware of.
Punishment is penalizing for an offense through pain or humiliation. The word discipline,
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on the other hand, has the same root as the word disciple, meaning pupil or learner. The
purpose of discipline is to teach in a way your children can learn.
Louise began her first book, The Winning Family, with an analysis of the saying
“spare the rod and spoil the child,” which is often quoted by parents as justification for
punishment. What most parents don’t know is that the rod was a tool used by shepherds
to guide sheep, in conjunction with the staff, which was used to pull them back. What
shepherds would want to beat their sheep?
Kids are not mind readers. They need to be taught appropriate behaviors, what’s right
and wrong, what is acceptable and what is not. Kids generally want to live up to high
standards and expectations if they are attainable; they don’t want to disappoint you.
But parents aren’t always present to tell kids what to do.
The ultimate goal of discipline, therefore, is self-discipline and self-responsibility, so
that children will do the right thing even when you’re not present, even when no one is
watching. Positive discipline is neither punitive nor permissive.
•

Positive discipline is based on mutual respect, firmness, and kindness.

•

Positive discipline is proactive, not reactive; you give the
situation your full attention before you speak.

•

Positive discipline is about teaching, preparing, skill building, and getting to
effective solutions without harm.13

Jane Nelsen, author of the Positive Discipline series, has created a network of
educators who help parents find their way. In chapter 9, we will discuss positive
discipline as it relates to family climate.
From Reactive to Proactive
We have talked about negative vs. positive parenting, antisocial vs. pro-social
approaches, and punishment vs. discipline. Another contrast to keep in mind is reactive
vs. proactive actions, which is similar to the difference between hindsight vs. foresight.
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It’s easy to be reactive, but not helpful. Yelling about spilled milk does not clean it up
or help the spiller figure out how to keep it from happening again. We cannot change the
past, but we can learn from mistakes and do better in the future.
It takes more time, more patience, and much more self-control to be a proactive
parent. Yet by being proactive, one can avoid the drama and trauma of knee-jerk
reactions and the negativity that surrounds a bullying dynamic. Being proactive means
using foresight to prevent the “bad stuff” from repeating.
It is not easy to become a proactive parent when you are in the habit of being reactive,
since we often react out of a deep sense of self-protection. Self-protection may be a habit
that we picked up as children for some reason or another, or that was passed on to us
from our parents. There is nothing wrong with being self-protective, but if we can
understand it better, we can heal our scars instead of hiding them, and learn to truly care
for ourselves while we care for our kids.

Healing the Wounds of History
The more we heal ourselves, the less our children
will have to heal themselves.
— MICHAEL BROWN, THE PRESENCE PROCESS

As much as history is about humanity’s progress, it is about humanity’s pain as well.
The deep legacy of abuse in cultures contributes to an endless cycle of emotional
insecurity and turmoil. But we also contain within us a deep well of possibility and the
ability to heal. Over the centuries, religion has taught us faith as well as fear, and now
science confirms that there is hope for healing from trauma and emotional pain. Until
recently, it was believed that our brain cells grew until we were five years old and then
began to die off, but this has been proven to be untrue. Our bodies build new cells
constantly, and our brains can grow and change as long as we are alive. It is possible to
move from insecurity to confidence as parents, and to build confident children in our
ever-renewing relationships with them.
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On an everyday basis, parents and caregivers are called upon to comfort their
youngsters and heal their cuts and bruises. Kisses and Band-Aids may help, but carefully
listening and offering comfort can actually help children release their pain, recover their
balance, and strengthen their ability to manage mishaps in the future.
When we endured trauma as children, we may have had no one to listen to us,
comfort us, soothe us, and support us during the hard times, but that is in the past. It’s
now up to us to release and heal the pain, to let the past go and move forward. The fact is,
life continually presents us with opportunities to heal.
Trauma remembered is trauma ready to be dealt with, to be resolved, to be healed.
But when trauma is blocked from our awareness, fragments of these past experiences
may color our present and future interactions with our children and partners. Once we
bring awareness and understanding to those old wounds and patterns, we can move
toward healing and releasing them.
Trauma is a fact of life. But so is resilience, and so is healing. When trauma is
accepted as real—not denied, minimized, or discounted—and when it “can be expressed,
processed, ameliorated, or ‘metabolized’ in a healthy way,” says an author discussing the
ACE study, “eventually few or no lasting detrimental effects remain.”14
Healing calls not only for huge changes in the way we see ourselves but also for a
mindshift—a shift in our beliefs and mindset. A mindshift requires supportive people
around us, plus new skills for regaining health, personal power, and sovereignty over our
lives.
•••

The more we heal ourselves, the less our children
will have to heal themselves.
— MICHAEL BROWN, THE PRESENCE PROCESS

As much as history is about humanity’s progress, it is about humanity’s pain as well.
The deep legacy of abuse in cultures contributes to an endless cycle of emotional
insecurity and turmoil. But we also contain within us a deep well of possibility and the
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ability to heal. Over the centuries, religion has taught us faith as well as fear, and now
science confirms that there is hope for healing from trauma and emotional pain. Until
recently, it was believed that our brain cells grew until we were five years old and then
began to die off, but this has been proven to be untrue. Our bodies build new cells
constantly, and our brains can grow and change as long as we are alive. It is possible to
move from insecurity to confidence as parents, and to build confident children in our
ever-renewing relationships with them.
On an everyday basis, parents and caregivers are called upon to comfort their
youngsters and heal their cuts and bruises. Kisses and Band-Aids may help, but carefully
listening and offering comfort can actually help children release their pain, recover their
balance, and strengthen their ability to manage mishaps in the future.
When we endured trauma as children, we may have had no one to listen to us,
comfort us, soothe us, and support us during the hard times, but that is in the past. It’s
now up to us to release and heal the pain, to let the past go and move forward. The fact is,
life continually presents us with opportunities to heal.
Trauma remembered is trauma ready to be dealt with, to be resolved, to be healed.
But when trauma is blocked from our awareness, fragments of these past experiences
may color our present and future interactions with our children and partners. Once we
bring awareness and understanding to those old wounds and patterns, we can move
toward healing and releasing them.
Trauma is a fact of life. But so is resilience, and so is healing. When trauma is
accepted as real—not denied, minimized, or discounted—and when it “can be expressed,
processed, ameliorated, or ‘metabolized’ in a healthy way,” says an author discussing the
ACE study, “eventually few or no lasting detrimental effects remain.”14
Healing calls not only for huge changes in the way we see ourselves but also for a
mindshift—a shift in our beliefs and mindset. A mindshift requires supportive people
around us, plus new skills for regaining health, personal power, and sovereignty over our
lives.
•••
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This is an excerpt from The Bullying Antidote by Louise Hart, Ed.D. and Kristen Caven, a book
that “triumphs as an in-depth guide to the troubling world of bullying” and is “an in-depth trove
of easy-to-implement strategies in abuse prevention.” Louise Hart (www.drlouisehart.com) is also
the author of The Winning Family and On the Wings of Self-Esteem. Kristen Caven
(www.kristencaven.com) is also the author of Perfectly Revolting and The Souls of Her Feet.
Learn more about bullying by perusing and subscribing to The Zorgos Reader:
zorgos.wordpress.com.
i

http://www.nature.com/neuro/journal/v16/n1/full/nn.3275.html,

http://www.theguardian.com/science/2015/aug/21/study-of-holocaust-survivors-findstrauma-passed-on-to-childrens-genes, and
http://discovermagazine.com/2013/may/13-grandmas-experiences-leave-epigeneticmark-on-your-genes
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